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The State of
the Freight
Industry

Diesel prices are at an
all-time high

Available freight loads
greatly exceed carrier
capacity 

Rates are higher and
transit times are longer



Freight Shipping Mistakes Cost
You Money



Freight  is complicated

Many factors like product, class,
dimensions contribute to total

cost

Mistakes are common

Complications in transit, delivery,
and final invoice of freight



The Top 3
Freight
Shipping
Mistakes

Neglecting  your
routings for inbound
shipments

Inaccurate Bill of
Lading details

Not using a quality
freight broker



Mistake 1: 
 Neglecting Your Routings For

Inbound Shipments



Neglecting
Your Inbound
Routings

Routings are shipping
instructions created for
your vendors 

What are routings?



Issues with
vendor-
arranged
shipments

no control over which
carrier is used,
accessorials requested,
etc.

Vendor may include
handling markups



Taking control of
routings

Choose which carrier, cost, and
added services work best 

Too much to handle?

PartnerShip can create
instructions and check vendor

compliance



Mistake 2: 
Inaccurate Information 

on Your BOL 



What is a BOL
(Bill of Lading) ?

Serves as legal contract
between shipper and
carrier

Provided to carrier at
time of pick-up



What is included
on a BOL?



BOL errors cause issues

Delays in transit, pricing issues,
lost shipments, and more

 

"Bill To" concerns

Not adding 3PL under "bill to
party" leads to missed discounts



How to Fix BOL
Issues

Ensure addresses and
billing parties are correct

To avoid fees, don't guess
on shipment class or
dimensions - PartnerShip
can help



How to Fix BOL
Issues (cont.)

Communicate extra
services between billing
parties

If you're invoiced
incorrectly, check whether
LOA can help for rebilling



Mistake 3: 
Not Using a 

Quality Freight Broker 



Brokers Are Experts

Customize shipping solutions for
unique needs of your business

 

Save Time and Money

Expand your shipping department
without the added cost



PartnerShip As
Your 3PL

Can be as hands on or
hands off as you need

Handles claims, invoice
errors, missed pick-ups -
all the issues that cost
money



CARRIER PARTNERS

and many others



JT McDonald
jmcdonald@PartnerShip.com

Get a quote today!
PartnerShip.com/ISSA-Freight




